When the facts come out, the truth will be known.
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2019 ANNUAL MEETING – NEW ORLEANS

Contractual Governance: the Role of Private Ordering
January 4, 2019 1:30-3:15

AALS Annual Meeting, Business Associations Section

Fulton Room, 3rd Floor Hilton New Orleans Riverside
Co-sponsoring Sections: Agency, Partnership, LLC's and Unincorporated Associations, Contracts,
Securities Regulation, and Transactional Law & Skills

The program will explore the use of contracts to define and modify the governance
structure of business entities, whether through corporate charters and bylaws, LLC
operating agreements, or other private equity agreements. From venture capital preferred
stock provisions, to shareholder involvement in approval procedures, to forum selection
and arbitration, is the contract king in establishing the corporate governance contours of
firms?
1. Welcome & call to order from Anne Tucker, SOBA Chair-Elect.
2. Tribute to the life and work of Lynn Stout (1957-2018).
3. Program Speakers:
o SEC Commissioner, Hester Peirce.
o Jill E. Fisch, University of Pennsylvania Law School Saul A. Fox Distinguished
Professor of Business Law; Co-Director, Institute for Law and Economics.
4. Presentation of new work:
o Megan W. Shaner, The University of Oklahoma College of Law, Associate Dean
for Research and Scholarship, Professor of Law, presenting Interpreting
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Organizational “Contracts” and the Private Ordering of Public Company
Governance.
o Cathy Hwang, University of Utah Associate Professor & Yaron Nili, University
Wisconsin Law School Assistant Professor of Law, presenting Shadow Charters.
5. Panel Discussion / Q & A moderated by Anne Tucker.
6. Audience Q & A.
Abstracts for the papers to be presented follow below.
As for the much anticipated and always exciting business meeting, you should have
received a message from our fearless leader naming the nominees who will be deemed
elected unless someone has been so bold as to object.
The nominee for chair-elect is: Andrew Tuch of Washington (St. Louis).
The nominees for the Executive Committee (whose terms will expire as of the 2022 annual
meeting) are:
Mira Ganor (Texas)
Matthew Jennejohn (BYU)
James Park (UCLA)
Dana Brakman Reiser (Brooklyn)
Andrew Verstein (Wake Forest).
Vote early or forever hold your peace – or is it piece?

Information relating to other programs and panels of interest follows.
MORE →
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Abstracts for Paper Presentations
SHADOW CHARTERS
Yaron Nili & Cathy Hwang
For decades, scholars, practitioners, and shareholders have focused on the corporate charter
and bylaws as the battleground for major corporate governance change. This focus, however,
has overlooked other important sources of influence. This Article is the first to shine a light on
ancillary corporate governance documents, which it terms as “shadow charters.” Shadow
charters—which include documents such as board committee charters and board governance
guidelines—are an important part of corporate decisionmaking and board behavior, and
represent an overlooked and important way to influence corporations.
This Article makes two contributions to the literature. First, it provides the first account of
shadow charters. It uses hand-collected data—consisting of hundreds of shadow charters—and
interviews with dozens of public company directors, to reveal how shadow charters influence
board decisionmaking, business practice, and shareholders’ rights. This empirical account also
highlights the vast array of documents that influence corporate governance, as well as the
variety of governance documents companies adopt. Second, this Article contributes to robust
literatures in corporate contracts and corporate governance. We show how shadow charters
change the well-understood contractual relationships between corporations, their managers,
and their shareholders. On one hand, shadow charters give managers flexibility to specify and
organize their work productively. On the other hand, because they can be adopted without
shareholder approval or knowledge, they may diminish shareholder input. The Article explores
this inherent tension and its impact on the corporate governance landscape.

INTERPRETING ORGANIZATIONAL “CONTRACTS”
AND THE PRIVATE ORDERING OF PUBLIC COMPANY GOVERNANCE
Megan W. Shaner
Corporate law is undergoing an explosion of governance by private ordering. With increasing
frequency and creativity, the charter and bylaws of public corporations are being used as a tool
for restructuring key aspects of corporate governance. The current focus of parties, courts, and
scholars has been on the facial validity of these efforts. In light of the courts’ willingness to
uphold corporate governance contracting, legal battles will morph from validity challenges to
interpretation disputes. Yet interpretation principles are a topic to which corporate scholars
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have devoted limited attention. With interpretation poised to take on an influential role in
shaping corporate law and norms, establishing a cohesive interpretative framework is critical.
This Article rejects the contract metaphor traditionally applied to questions of charter and
bylaw interpretation in favor of a more nuanced interpretative framework. Dissecting the
provisions that comprise a public corporation’s organizational documents reveals a rich
combination of standardization, customization, and innovation. Drawing from many sides of
traditional interpretation debates, this Article links the different types of organizational
provisions to the interpretive theory and principles that most accurately achieve the primary
interpretive goals attendant to each. The outcome is a framework that requires courts to
engage in a more explicit and tailored analysis, resulting in a stable interpretation scheme and
clear judicial guidance to market actors.

OUR MISSION (SHOULD WE DECIDE TO ACCEPT IT)
For the record, the AALS website includes the following statement of purpose:
The Section on Business Associations promotes the communication of ideas, interests, and
activities among members and makes recommendations on matters of interest in the
teaching and improvement of the law relating to business associations.
The website address is: https://connect.aals.org/businessassociations
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SOBA Works in Progress Panel Discussion
With MC Jessica Erickson
Thursday, January 3, 2019
3:30 to 5:15 PM
First Floor, Hilton NOLO Riverside, Grand Salon Section 10

The Works in Progress session will feature the following papers and commentators:
•

Horizontal Directors, Yaron Nili (Wisconsin). Commentators: Afra Afsharipour (UC
Davis), Jill Fisch (Penn).

•

Side Benefits in Private Equity: The New Greenmail?, William Clayton (BYU).
Commentators: Megan Shaner (Oklahoma), Andrew Tuch (Washington (St. Louis)).

•

Autonomous Corporate Personhood, Carla L. Reyes (Michigan State). Commentators:
Usha Rodrigues (Georgia), Stefen Padfield (Akron).

•

CDS Manipulation, Gina-Gail Fletcher, Indiana (Bloomington). Commentators: Felix
Chang (Cincinnati), Paolo Saguato (George Mason).

•

Complex Compliance, Veronica Root (Notre Dame). Commentators: Kristin Johnson
(Tulane), Eric Chaffee (Toledo).

•

Delaware's New Competition, William Moon (Maryland). Commentators: Roberta
Romano (Yale), Jens Dammann (Texas).

Please come join the session. No advance reading required!
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AALS SECTION ON BUSINESS ASSOCIATIONS
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE & OFFICERS
Term Expiring at the 2019 Annual Meeting:
Eric Chafee, Toledo
Anita Krug, University of Washington
Elizabeth Pollman, Loyola Los Angeles
Jennifer Taub, Vermont
Term Expiring at the 2020 Annual Meeting:
Afra Afsharipour, UC Davis
Jessica Erickson, Richmond
Mohsen Manesh, Oregon
Term Expiring at the 2021 Annual Meeting:
Tamara Belinfanti, NYLS
Tom Lin, Temple
Benjamin Means, South Carolina
Megan Shaner, Oklahoma
Fearless Leaders:
Matthew Bodie, Saint Louis – Chair
Anne Tucker, Georgia State – Chair-Elect
Usha Rodrigues, Georgia – Immediate Past Chair
Andrew Tuch, Washington U in StL – Nominated Chair-Elect (2019)
Fearless Editor:
Richard Booth, Villanova
Formerly Fearless Editors:
John Coffee, Columbia 1981-1982
Robert Thompson, Georgetown 1982-1984
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OTHER PROGRAMS OF INTEREST
(including – just for the record – official catalog entries for the above programs)
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